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Beginner’s series
 Welcome to the Beginner’s Series for Procreate, 

the limitless creative tool for iPad. 
Procreate Tips will cover everything you need  

to know to jump in and start creating.
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Paint
Drag your finger or pencil.

Undo
Two finger tap to undo.

Redo
Three finger tap to redo.

Let’s paint! 3.



Pick a brush

Tap the  
brush icon
Explore Brush Sets  
on the left of this menu,  
and choose your Brush  
on the right.
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Modify brush

Move the sliders
Move the top slider to make your brush  
smaller or bigger. Move the bottom slider  
to make your brush more or less transparent.
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Pick a color

Tap the  
color spot
Tap the top right button  
to reveal the Color Disc.
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OUTER RING

Select hue
Drag the color dot in the outer  
ring for hue.

INNER CIRCLE

Select shade
Drag the color dot around the inner 
circle for the shade of color, from 
light to dark, bright to unsaturated.

7.Pick a color



Touch to paint
While Procreate works beautifully  
with the Apple Pencil, you don’t  
need it to start creating. Simply paint  
on the canvas with your fingertip.

8.Paint



Get in shape
Draw perfectly smooth, straight  

and curved lines easily.

9.QuickShape



10.QuickShape

Draw   
Drag your finger or pencil  

to draw a shape.

Hold
Hold for a second at the end 

to make a perfect shape!
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11.Layers

Using layers
You can paint, erase, edit and 
rearrange layers individually, without 
ruining what you have already done.
Tap the Plus symbol to add more layers 
to your artwork. Tap the Checkbox  
to hide and reveal layers.



Enjoy creative 
freedom
Digital art uses layers that are stacked, 
giving you the power to experiment  
and try new things on each layer.

12.Using layers



Explore
The best way to learn is to jump  
right in and play.
Take your next step in the Beginners 
Series and discover more about creative 
learning at education.procreate.art. 
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